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Follow this and additional works at: https://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/lib_news

Part of the Library and Information Science Commons
**New Semester Orientations**

Leslie is hosting Learn the Library orientations this week at both campuses.

Sessions are 30 minutes and open to all!

- **Johnson**: Top of the ramp  
  Jan. 13 and 16; 11:30-12:00

- **Sturgis**: Owl Wall  
  Jan. 14 and 15; 11:30-12:00

---

**Instruction Shout out**

We already have 56 instruction sessions scheduled for January/February!

---

**Service Opportunity: URA Judges**

The Undergraduate Research Award team is looking for librarians to help choose 2020's winning undergraduate researcher.

Judges will review application materials between Feb. 3 and March 6.

Deadline for volunteers is Jan. 24.

Visit the URA page on the Digital Commons or contact Mary Margaret or Christina for more information.

---

**Where in the world is Carey?**

Carey is in the process of re-re-locating back to Johnson. Once he's settled, you'll be able to find him in Rm. 123B at his usual ext. 6534.

---

**Thank you!**

Thank you to everyone serving on the Scholarly Communications librarian and RIS director search committees!

A reminder: If you want to attend search events other than those required by serving on a committee, you will need to find your own reference coverage.